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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Hybrid  fuel  cell  gas  turbine  sensitivity  to ambient  perturbations  is  analyzed  using experimental  and
dynamic  simulation  results.  Experimental  data  gathered  from  the world’s  first  pressurized  hybrid
SOFC–GT  system  tested  at  the University  of  California,  Irvine,  capture  performance  variations  due  to
diurnal  temperature  oscillations.  A dynamic  modeling  methodology  demonstrates  accuracy,  robustness,
and clearly  identifies  critical  system  sensitivities  that  require  additional  control  systems  development.
Simulation  results  compare  favorably  with  dynamic  experimental  responses.  Predictions  of  component
temperatures,  pressures,  voltage  and system  power  exhibited  5 ◦C,  2  kPa,  2 mV,  and  0.5%  error  respec-
tively.  Moderate  ambient  temperature  fluctuations,  15 ◦C, caused  variations  in  stack  temperature  of 30 ◦C,
and system  power  of 5 kW.  Small  to  moderate  changes  in fuel  composition  produced  30 ◦C  shifts  in stack
ransient analysis
ontrol requirements
odel comparison to experimental data

temperature  and  25%  changes  in  system  power.  Simple  control  loops  manipulating  fuel  cell  air  flow
through  SOFC  bypass  and  inlet  temperature  through  recuperator  bypass  are  shown  to  effectively  miti-
gate internal  temperature  transients  at the  expense  of reduced  system  output.  The  observed  temperature
fluctuations  resulting  from  typical  environmental  perturbations  are  of  concern  for  performance  loss  and
diminished  longevity.  Experiments  and  dynamic  simulation  results  indicate  the  importance  of  integrated
control  systems  development  for  hybrid  fuel  cell gas  turbine  systems.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
. Introduction

New challenges arise from increasing environmental and polit-
cal concerns regarding natural resources and environmental
rotection. These societal issues, coupled with the ever growing
emands of an energy intensive lifestyle, highlight the insuffi-
iencies of current power generation technologies. Hybrid solid
xide fuel cell/gas turbine (SOFC/GT) technology is a continu-
us generation technology that offers the possibility of higher
fficiency combined with lower emissions [1–4]. Commercializa-
ion of advanced hybrid SOFC/GT technology requires considerable
mprovement of core component (e.g., pressurized SOFC) per-
ormance, system integration, and dynamical control [5–7].

athematical modeling provides cost-effective understanding that
ombined with demonstration and verification experiments can aid
n the continuing development of SOFC/GT technology and control
trategy testing [8–10].
Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) employ a range of material sets
nd designs that operate between 800 and 1000 ◦C [10]. The
igh operating temperatures, combined with the ceramic fuel cell

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 949 338 5953; fax: +1 949 824 7423.
E-mail address: jb@nfcrc.uci.edu (J. Brouwer).

378-7753/$ – see front matter ©  2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2012.02.102
ability to operate at elevated pressure, raise the possibility for
thermal integration with additional devices and end-uses. Com-
bined heat and power applications [11–13] or integration with
a gas turbine generator [14–17] are two  promising SOFC system
design options. In the SOFC/GT hybrid system, the fuel cell high
temperature SOFC exhaust drives a gas turbine, providing air flow
and pressurizing the SOFC while driving an electric generator that
produces additional electrical power. As a result, SOFC/GT hybrid
systems have demonstrated efficiencies above 50% [5,18] and stud-
ies have shown the possibility for electrical conversion above 70%
[4,19] when operating on natural gas and above 60% in an inte-
grated coal gasification plant [6,19].  Higher efficiency reduces CO2
emissions while separated fuel and air flows in the SOFC allow sys-
tem designs for CO2 sequestration with minimal performance cost
[16,20,21]. Nitrogen oxide emissions are nearly eliminated since
the SOFC/GT primarily employs electrochemistry rather than com-
bustion. High efficiency and low emissions make hybrid SOFC/GT
technology an attractive option for meeting future power demands.

In the U.S., the Solid-State Energy Conversion Alliance (SECA)
directed by Department of Energy (DOE) is currently developing

innovative, high performance, low-cost SOFC technology [5].  Sim-
ilar SOFC technology development programs have been rapidly
advancing SOFC technology in Europe and Japan [22,23].  At the
system design level both prototypes and mathematical modeling

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2012.02.102
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:jb@nfcrc.uci.edu
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ave developed multiple system designs and control strategies
8,19,24–27]. The current work seeks to illustrate the fidelity of the
ybrid system modeling methodology developed at the National
uel Cell Research Center [10,18,24,28,29] and draw attention to
ritical system sensitivities caused by fluctuations in temperature,
lectrochemical current, and fuel composition variations.

. Background

Successful numerical models of hybrid systems must balance
ccuracy and computational efficiency to capture the physical
ransients occurring at the electrochemical, mechanical, and bulk
hermal time scales. Like all hybrid devices the interesting dynamic
nteractions in SOFC/GT systems occur due to the interconnected
nd highly coupled nature of the different components as they that
nteract and respond to each other during operation. These interac-
ions can be complex, depending both upon the dynamic response
haracteristics of each component and the coupled responses of the
ntegrated system. Feedback can cause small perturbations in one
ystem, for instance the turbo-machinery, to exacerbate fluctua-
ions in a connected system, a pressurized fuel cell. Some feedback
an be beneficial and improve stability; other feedback requires
onstant control action to maintain operating limits. Because of
hese complexities, significant previous and ongoing research has
eveloped and applied dynamic modeling to SOFC/GT technology
o analyze system behavior, transient performance, and load fol-
owing capability [2,5,6,8,9,22,25,26].

Lukas et al. developed a dynamic model of a molten carbonate
uel cell (MCFC) stack [30] based on principles of energy and mass
onservation and several simplifying assumptions. The authors
atched transient performance data from a demonstration MCFC

lant, and concluded that the dynamic model sufficiently captured
he physical response to further investigate transient behavior and
ontrol strategies [31].

Mueller et al. developed a dynamic model of a Siemens
estinghouse 25 kW tubular SOFC system [32]. The resulting

ubular SOFC stack model was sufficiently robust to allow inte-
ration with additional modules for other system components
e.g. reformer, combustion chamber, and dissipater). The model
sed a quasi-two-dimensional approach for simulating major com-
onents by discretizing each component in the primary flow
irection and resolving important physical and chemical processes

n the cross-wise direction. A steady-state comparison suggested
hat the integrated model could predict measured system power
erformance to within 3%, and temperature to within 5%. The char-
cteristic transients of the system including voltage, temperature,
nd performance, reflected those of a representative tubular SOFC
ystem. Mueller et al. also developed a dynamic 60 kW gas tur-
ine model [33] with transient load following controls. It was later
pplied to an integrated system forming an SOFC/GT hybrid sys-
em. The transient response of the hybrid outperformed that of the
as turbine and independently operated SOFC. The SOFC/GT hybrid
emonstrated excellent transient load response while remaining
ell within critical operating limits.

Additional work, conducted by Stiller et al., developed a dynamic
OFC/GT hybrid model that was also spatially discretized and used
t to conduct steady-state and dynamic studies on hybrid systems
34]. The SOFC model captured the dynamics of gas transport and
eat transfer. The compressor and turbine models were based upon
erformance maps of a small centrifugal compressor and radial tur-
ine, respectively. The work focused on the operating envelope and

afety margin for various control strategies.

Kaneko et al. also developed a dynamic SOFC/GT hybrid system
odel [18]. They studied the performance characteristics of the

OFC/GT hybrid system operating on biomass gas with fluctuating
ources 209 (2012) 195– 203

species concentrations, and developed a power and temperature
control strategy to cope with such transients. Ferrari et al. focused
the efforts of a dynamic SOFC/GT hybrid system model on deter-
mination of the three primary time scales; the fluid dynamic
time-scale (less than 1 s), the pressurization/depressurization char-
acteristic time-scale (about 100 s), and the heat exchanger thermal
inertia time-scale (over 300 s). A fuel ejector model simulated
recirculation and mixing of anode off-gas with fresh fuel. Ejector
performance significantly affects the fuel steam-to-carbon ratio,
which in-turn affects reforming reactions and carbon formation in
the reformer and stack.

Mueller et al. studied transient load following capabilities of
SOFC/GT hybrid systems [35] and determined that anode com-
partment fuel depletion limited transient load-following capability
[36]. The authors proposed a new control strategy and several
design considerations to compensate for fuel lag and maintain
operating conditions throughout transient operation. Campanari
et al. developed a tubular SOFC model discretized into 100 seg-
ments [37] and verified simulations against an atmospheric and
pressurized SOFC system. The authors concluded that a Nusselt
number approximation of four is valid and that diffusion losses are
negligible at the high SOFC operating temperatures.

Gariglio et al. presented experimental data of two operating
SOFC prototypes in Torino, Italy [38]. The CHP100 produced 100 kW
electrical and 60 kW thermal. The SFC5 Alpha6 produced 3.5 kW of
electrical and 3 kW of thermal power. Fuel utilization was varied
from 78 to 81% and stack temperature from 960 to 973 ◦C. Both pro-
totypes demonstrated similar voltage responses to fuel utilization
changes, despite the vast difference in size, but different responses
were observed for changes in operating temperature.

The scope of previous research indicates that several groups
have focused research upon the dynamics of fuel cell or fuel
cell/GT hybrid system simulations, but few studies have com-
pared dynamic simulation results with experimental data. The first
attempt at dynamic SOFC/GT simulation by Roberts and Brouwer
detailed a pressurized 220 kW SOFC/GT hybrid system. The sim-
ulation compared favorably with data from transient operation
[10]. The model captured the dynamic performance of both the
gas turbine and SOFC stack during transient start-up conditions.
The current work builds upon this effort by extending the dynamic
model to simulate different operating conditions and evaluating
the predicted performance against experimental observations for
a diurnal ambient temperature variation. Additionally, critical sys-
tem sensitivities to ambient temperature, electrochemical current,
and inlet fuel composition variations are evaluated.

3. System design

The system studied was the world’s first pressurized SOFC/GT
hybrid system; developed by Siemens Westinghouse and tested
at the NFCRC with support from Southern California Edison, the
California Energy Commission, the U.S. Department of Energy, and
others. The effort undertaken utilizes valuable experimental data
from this initial technology demonstrator. The project objectives
were threefold; design and integrate high quality components into
a hybrid system, demonstrating that an integrated system can
be operated within design parameters, and provide operational
information and experience on performance characteristics. Each
objective was met  with resounding success [39] as the system
achieved 53% fuel-to-electricity conversion efficiency while oper-
ating over 2900 h.
The natural gas fueled 220 kW SOFC/GT hybrid system is shown
in Fig. 1. An SOFC stack, direct and indirect internal reformers,
two combustors, two gas turbines, a compressor, multiple heat
exchangers, and an AC generator comprise the advanced hybrid
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Fig. 1. Pressurized 220 kW SOFC/GT hybrid system.

emonstrator. Vertically mounted tubular cells, 1152 of them, com-
rise the SOFC stack (Fig. 2). The stack comprises 3 parallel strings
f 384 series connected cells operating near 1000 ◦C. As shown in
ig. 3, a fraction of depleted anode gas recirculates to reformer
anels (installed between individual rows of tubular fuel cells) pro-
iding heat and steam for natural gas reformation. The remaining
as flows into the combustion zone, mixes with depleted air, and
urns. The pressurized stack operates at 3 atmospheres enabling
he nominal 100 kW SOFC stack to produce 180 kW.  The two-shaft
as turbine system comprises a compressor, high-pressure turbine,
ow-pressure turbine and AC generator. The 60 kWe-rated gas tur-
ine produces considerably less power in the hybrid system due
o the relatively low turbine inlet temperature compared to stand-
lone operation. The two combustors are used only during system
tartup and shutdown.

The 220 kW SOFC/GT hybrid system dynamic model is devel-
ped in Matlab/Simulink® following upon the work of Roberts and
rouwer [10] using the modeling methodology developed at the

ational Fuel Cell Research Center [28,29]. The model is comprised
f an SOFC stack with internal reformer, compressor, gas turbines,
ombustors, and heat exchangers. The appropriate heat transfer,

Fig. 2. Schematic of the pressurized 220 kW SOFC/GT hybrid system.
Fig. 3. Representation of the tubular SOFC stack.

pressure drop, chemical, and electro-chemical reactions are cho-
sen for each of the components and overall system based upon
the assumptions listed below. Dynamic equations of mass, momen-
tum, and energy conservation are solved in each of the component
models. Refer to Mueller et al. [40] and McLarty et al. [28,29] for a
description of the governing physics underlying each system com-
ponent of the dynamic model.

3.1. Assumptions

1. Uniform temperature, pressure, and species mole fraction dis-
tributions within each control volume.

2. Ideal gases throughout.
3. Two  dimensional (flat plate) reformer and heat exchanger mod-

els.
4. Well-developed laminar flow internal to the fuel cell.
5. Gas is treated as a compressible fluid throughout all components

other than the fuel cell.
6. Species other than the following do not significantly affect sys-

tem performance: methane, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
hydrogen, water, nitrogen, and oxygen.

7. Hydrogen is the only electrochemically active species (Carbon
monoxide does not directly participate in electrochemistry, but
reacts through water-gas shift reaction).

3.2. SOFC model
Table 1 shows the tubular SOFC model parameters, which
were determined by fine-tuning of the parameters of Roberts and
Brouwer [10] to match the steady-state conditions at the beginning
of the nearly 60 h fixed operation period presented in the results.

Table 1
SOFC model parameters.

Parameter Value Unit Description

Ncell 1152 – Number of cells
DA 0.0223 m Cell outside diameter
DC 0.0176 m Cell inside diameter
ODasp 0.0148 m Air supply pipe outside diameter
IDasp 0.0088 m Air supply pipe inner diameter
L 1.5 m Cell length
�asp 3970 kg m−3 Air supply pipe density
�e 1500 kg m−3 Electrolyte solid density
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this impact by providing significantly less air flow at reduced
speed during the warmer periods when cooling air was  most
critical, as shown in Fig. 6. The speed response of the turbine
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ote that the SOFC stack used in the current study was modi-
ed from that used in the experiments of Roberts and Brouwer.
he spatially discretized fuel cell captures variations in fuel and
xidant concentrations allowing for accurate local predictions of
urrent density and voltage. The modified inlet geometry captures
he internal transfer of heat from the stack to inlet air through
adiative heating and convection. This methodology was shown to
e highly predictive of stack performance and transient behavior
ynamics for several comparisons to experimental data [28,29].

.3. Compressor and gas turbine model

The turbo-machinery models utilize generic performance maps
cquired from GasTurb® and fundamental equations for isentropic
ompression and expansion modified by an efficiency factor deter-
ined from performance maps. Two non-dimensionalized maps

re scaled and interpolated for mass flow and efficiency as a func-
ion of normalized pressure ratio and rotational speed for both
he compressor and turbine. The maps are comprised of empir-
cal data from a generic radial compressor and gas turbine then
caled to match the steady-state performance of the Ingersoll unit.
he efficiency map  of the turbine required modification to match
he response of the system once integrated with the FC, with the
rend toward higher isentropic efficiency at higher normalized
haft speed reversed to a trend of decreasing isentropic efficiency.

 dynamic pressure equation balances the turbine outlet pres-
ure, turbine inlet flow rate and the flow rate determined from the
erformance maps to find the turbine inlet pressure and thus com-
ressor outlet temperature. This same approach has been employed

n previous studies, resulting in accurate simulation of experimen-
al data [32,34]. The shaft speed of the power turbine (GT2) is fixed
ecause it is connected to an AC generator. Meanwhile the shaft
peed dynamics of the compressor-connected turbine (GT1) are
olved by the dynamic torque balance expression.

.4. Heat exchanger and combustor model

Heat is re-circulated within the cycle through a heat exchanger
ransferring energy from the post- fuel cell turbine exhaust to the
re-fuel cell compressor discharge. A nodal model simulates the
eat transfer via convection and conduction in a flat plate counter
ow heat exchanger. The discretized heat exchanger model is able
o capture the relatively large temperature gradient in the stream
ise direction and accurately model the correct heat transfer rates.

The bulk combustor model assumes complete combustion and
mploys conservation of mass and energy equations to determine
olar fractions and combustor exit temperature. The temperature

nd species concentration dependence of heat capacity is solved
y an iterative solution during the calculation of combustor exit
emperature when a significant rise in gas temperature occurs.

. Experimental results and model comparison

.1. Experimental conditions and results

An operating electric generator can be subjected to a mul-
itude of perturbations of differing magnitude and importance.
his study aims to isolate a single perturbation, ambient tem-
erature, in order to determine the relative effects on system
erformance and identify any need for additional compensating
ontrols. The first operational test of a FC–GT hybrid at the NFCRC

ielded valuable data even while operating under “fixed” condi-
ions.

Fig. 4 displays the observed and simulated diurnal temperature
ariations at the compressor inlet and the measured inlet fuel flow
Fig. 4. Compressor inlet temperature (left axis) and fuel flow observed and simu-
lated (right axis).

which varies less than .5%. For the experiments of interest the sys-
tem was  operated at fixed fuel flow and bypass for a period of 60 h.
The effects of ambient temperature can be viewed during two  diur-
nal cycles in which the ambient air temperature fluctuated from
daily minimums of 23 ◦C occurring around 5 AM to daily maxi-
mums  of 33 ◦C occurring at 2 PM.  The diurnal temperature cycle
is the perturbation of interest and will be signified on each chart to
highlight a reinforcing or damping impact. The fixed operating con-
ditions and ambient fluctuations were simulated using the NFCRC
developed dynamic physical model yielding results that well cor-
responded to the experimental measurements. Three temperature
spikes correspond to maintenance and inspections opening the
cabinet housing containing a heating air duct for the compressor
inlet air flow.

The first observation is that the system output increases with
rising ambient temperature and decreases with falling ambient
temperature, Fig. 5. This trend is most pronounced in the SOFC
system which varies in output by as much as 5 kW and is oppo-
site typical expectations for a generator. Indeed, the more typical
gas turbine output exhibits the opposite trend and reduces the
overall system perturbation. Looking further we will find that
uncontrolled shifting of power generation from one device to the
other will have a pronounced impact on the operating state of
both generators. The higher inlet temperature and reduced air den-
sity are expected to raise the internal temperature of the SOFC
stack. The unexpected shaft speed response further reinforced
Time (Hours)

Fig. 5. Observed and simulated system, fuel cell stack, and MTG  (right axis) power
output.
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ig. 6. Observed and simulated shaft speed (left axis) and air flow rate (right axis).

as unexpected as typically the hardware responds to increas-
ng inlet temperatures with increased speed operation. The data
uggests that turbine inlet temperature response, Fig. 7, is in
hase and corresponding to the ambient temperature as would be
xpected for a MTG  without FC. Therefore the speed response, an
nverse relationship with turbine inlet temperature, is completely
nexpected and is likely a result of significant deviation from typ-

cal operating conditions. This response is troublesome as it can
ead to sudden over-speeding during emergency shutdown proce-
ures if sufficient thermal energy is not provided at the turbine

nlet.
This hybrid system derives the bulk of its electrical output from

he fuel cell, which is strongly influenced by the operating tem-
erature. With increased compressor inlet temperatures the flow
ate can be seen to decrease due to both the reduced air den-
ity and shaft speed, as shown in Fig. 6. The reduced air flow
ate from the compressor insufficiently cools the fuel cell to the
esired operating temperature of 925 ◦C and instead results in
n operating temperature above 950 ◦C, as shown in Fig. 7. It is
mportant to recognize that the temperature fluctuation experi-
nced by the fuel cell is more than triple that observed at the
ompressor inlet. This “amplification” of ambient perturbations
oses a potentially harmful system response and significant threat
o the durability and lifetime of the fuel cell. The cause of the
mplification is the coupled impact of inlet temperature and air

ow rate. The air flow rate change is greater than expected due
o the unexpected shaft speed response discussed previously. The
haracteristic decrease in Ohmic polarization at higher operating
emperature slightly damps the impact of ambient temperature
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ig. 7. Observed and simulated fuel cell (left axis) and turbine inlet (right axis)
emperature.
Fig. 8. Observed and simulated turbine inlet (right axis), GT1 exhaust (left axis) and
GT2 exhaust (left axis) temperatures.

variation, and thus minimizes the impact on most stand-alone fuel
cells. However, the coupled response of the reduced air flow driven
by the attached turbo-machinery of the hybrid SOFC–GT system
overcomes this natural damping and exacerbates the ambient fluc-
tuation.

Measured air flow rate decreases by as much as 10% during the
warmer daytime hours and cannot be easily controlled with the
existing dual-shaft turbo-machinery. The only means for modifi-
cation of the fuel cell inlet flow rate was the fuel cell bypass valve.
Under nominal and experimental conditions the valve remained 3%
open. Control simulations employing bypass control quickly satu-
rate, and cannot recoup the 10% loss of air flow provided by the
compressor.

4.2. Model comparison

Figs. 5–10 demonstrate the accuracy of the turbo-machinery
modeling. Pressures, temperatures, and flow rates are predicted
with good accuracy at multiple points throughout the system.
Measured turbo-machinery inlet temperature, outlet temperature
and flow rate are predicted to within 1%, 1.5% and 2% error,
respectively (Figs. 8 and 10). The spatially resolved dynamic
model matches measured parameters of SOFC temperature, volt-
age and power, which are simulated to within 4 ◦C, 2 mV  and 0.2%
error respectively. The presented SOFC temperature, a numeri-

cal average of 15 distinct local measurements, corresponds well
with the magnitude of the simulated response. The 15 ther-
mocouples were placed on 5 tubular cells at the top, middle,
and bottom. A tube near the center and 4 periphery tubes
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ative to control the air flow rate and inlet temperature by
manipulation of SOFC bypass and recuperator bypass. Fig. 12
presents the system response with SOFC bypass only, recuperator
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ig. 10. Observed and simulated compressor flow rate (right axis) and temperature
left axis).

ere chosen to identify internal thermal distributions. It was
ound, as expected, that the length of the tube experienced the

ost significant temperature distribution, whereas the differ-
nt tubes experienced only slightly different temperature profiles
ith the corners being slightly cooler than the center. The spa-

ial distribution of thermocouples could account for some of
he discrepancy in the lag time between ambient temperature
hanges and fuel cell temperature changes that is observed as
he simulation utilizes boundary conditions that mimic  the cen-
er tube of the bundles. Some measurement locations varied
ignificantly more than others suggesting a local dependence
f the perturbation upon SOFC operating temperature that may
e caused by reformation kinetics or changing gas flow distri-
utions. Large local variations pose a challenge to stack power
anagement (exceedingly low temperature in certain locations)

nd degradation (exceedingly high temperature in certain loca-
ions). Detailed measurements of internal temperature variations
nd species concentrations were unavailable, but a detailed ref-
rmation and electrochemical model is employed in the model
nd sufficiently models the interaction with flow rate and inlet
emperature measured in the experiment. By accurately tuning
he model to known physical dimensions and closely approxi-

ating transfer coefficients the linear spatial model resolution
an offer additional insights of internal dynamics unavailable in
he experimental data, such as the extent of internal reformation,
ocal current densities, fuel distributions, and local temperature
radient fluctuations. These localized characteristics can affect
he thermo-mechanical stress and degradation of the tubular fuel
ell.

Examination of the difference between experimental data and
imulated results shows a larger deviation occurs in components
ownstream of the FC and first stage turbine. The cause of the
ownstream imprecision can be expressed as a sum of multiple
maller upstream perturbations.

Looking closely at the sudden transients occurring due to heat
xchange during the inspections (opening of cabinet doors) the
imulation responds on a similar time scale and magnitude for the
ow rate and pressure responses. The temperature response of the
C also exhibits a close correlation to data during these sudden tran-
ient instances; however the impact downstream of the fuel cell is
ess noticeable than observed in the experiment. The simulation
redicts a slight damping of the transient behavior at the turbine

nlet and outlet, but over predicts the magnitude of the fluctuation
aused by the diurnal inlet temperature perturbation. It is possi-

le that opening the cabinet caused additional heat losses at points
ther than the compressor inlet having a more direct impact on
ownstream components (e.g., air pre-heater) that the model was
nable to capture (Fig. 11).
Fig. 11. Observed and simulated fuel cell inlet (left axis) and outlet (right axis)
temperature.

5. Sensitivity analysis and dynamic control

5.1. Magnified system response to ambient temperature

Experimental results from the pressurized fuel cell gas turbine
hybrid system demonstrated a strong correlation between stack
temperature and diurnal temperature fluctuations. The pleasant
southern California weather offers relatively small daily and sea-
sonal temperature fluctuations. Alternative locations may  present
more extreme climate and weather variations that could test the
limits of this particular hybrid configuration without appropri-
ate dynamic controls. The current dynamic physical model was
constructed to simulate more extreme ambient conditions. A hypo-
thetical temperature profile (Fig. 12)  was applied to demonstrate
diurnal temperature swings of 15 ◦C, and 30 ◦C on a summer
day averaging 27 ◦C before decreasing to a winter low of minus
18 ◦C. The most critical responses are that of the fuel cell operat-
ing temperature and the net system power. Fig. 12 presents the
applied temperature perturbation and the associated uncontrolled
system response. The results indicate that seasonal tempera-
ture variations are capable of causing turbine over-speed in the
extreme case, Fig. 14.  The response shows how the uncontrolled
hybrid system magnifies the ambient temperature perturba-
tion to produce larger oscillations of the FC temperature. The
simulation indicates a maximum FC temperature of 1085 K, a
temperature at which the FC stack would not likely remain self-
sustaining.

To avoid negative system response characteristics it is imper-
1080
6040200

Time (hours)

Fig. 12. FC temperature response to changing ambient temperature.
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significantly than a typical combustion device. A simulated switch
between three natural gas fuels with identical Wobbe index values
was analyzed using the current model. The initial fuel composition
was 95% CH4, 2.5% CO2, and 2.5% N2, the second fuel composition
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Fig. 13. System power response to changing ambient temperature.

ypass only, and both SOFC and recuperator bypass (dual control).
OFC bypass control does an excellent job when the stack is not
roducing enough heat and cooling air flow can be diverted away
rom the fuel cell, but fails to fully mitigate the high FC temperature
xcursions. Since the original bypass value is set at only 3% of nom-
nal flow, SOFC bypass saturates rather quickly at 0% bypass when
he ambient temperature rises. Similarly, recuperator bypass sat-
sfactorily controls the FC temperature rises by diverting exhaust
eat away from the system, but is unable to mitigate temperature
rops due to control saturation. The combination of both controls
dual control) diminishes the impact of ambient temperature fluc-
uations, but causes severe diversions in system output, Fig. 13.
nly SOFC bypass control compensates for the reduced cooling
eed, avoids turbine over-speeding and maintains an operable fuel
ell temperature on cold winter days.

Fig. 13 presents the system output power with each of the
bove controls implemented. SOFC bypass control demonstrates
inimal impact on system output, but recuperator bypass dramat-

cally reduces the system power by 15% during the peak summer
ighs. As the stack temperature severely drops due to the simulated
inter ambient temperatures the loss of fuel cell power causes a

0% decrease in net power. The combined response demonstrates
obustness for minimizing temperature fluctuations, but at the cost
f shifting and potentially magnifying the fluctuations in the power
utput. With both SOFC and recuperator control the power fluctu-
tion is held to within 12% of nominal output while temperature
nd fuel cell output is maintained. The fluctuation in power is
argely due to the changing output of the micro-turbine generator
MTG) when bypass flow cools the turbine inlet temperature. These
ynamic responses foreshadow a distinct tradeoff in most hybrid
uel cell gas turbine control scenarios between system reliability
nd power output control. Fig. 14 presents the dynamic response
f the turbo-machinery.

Operation of the system without controls resulted in a 300%
C temperature response to ambient temperature fluctuations.
he dynamic simulation accurately captures this phenomenon, but
emonstrates that simple control strategies can mitigate the tem-
erature fluctuation of the fuel cell stack. This response is caused
y the coupled impact of increased inlet temperature, lower com-
ressor efficiency and decreased air flow that combine to raise the
perating temperature of the fuel cell. The low turbine inlet tem-
erature and increased pressure drop between compressor and
urbine resulted in turbo-machinery operation well below design
ressure and peak efficiency. Future SOFC/GT hybrid improvement
an result from better turbo-machinery selection and advanced

ontrols to compensate for perturbations such as the diurnal tem-
erature perturbations investigated herein.
Time (hours)

Fig. 14. Shaft speed response to changing ambient temperature.

5.2. Fuel composition sensitivity

Natural gas composition varies significantly by region and sea-
son depending upon the original source location and demand. Small
fluctuations in the amount of higher hydrocarbons, nitrogen, and
sulfur can occur in real-time at any particular location. Natural gas
suppliers often regulate the fuel Wobbe index to ensure a con-
stant heating value to the end-user. A hypothetical fuel composition
profile is applied to the current hybrid model to simulate a small
compositional change that could occur at a typical installation,
and a large compositional change that is less likely, but possible.
These step change perturbations in fuel composition, shown in
Figs. 15–17, occur at 12 and 36 h. The Wobbe index divides the
higher heating value (HHV) by the root of specific gravity (SG)
relative to air at 1 atm pressure. Two fuels with equal Wobbe
indices would release nearly the same heat during combustion
when driven through a fixed nozzle by a fixed pressure differen-
tial. The specific gravity term in the Wobbe formula partly captures
the density variations that would result in a changing mass flow
through an orifice as follows:

Wl =
∑

HHVi × Xi√∑
SGi × Xi

(1)

Natural gas suppliers regulate the Wobbe index, because this
generally provides a constant heating value for diffusion flame
burners. Fuel composition is a larger factor in electrochemical gen-
erators such as fuel cells, and thus variations in methane from as
much as 95% to as little as 75% affect a fuel cell hybrid system more
Time (hours)

Fig. 15. FC temperature response to changing fuel methane content.
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Fig. 16. System power response to changing fuel methane content.

as88% CH4, 4.6% CO2, 5.4% H2 and 2% N2 and the final fuel compo-
ition was 75% CH4, 10.84% CO2, and 14.16% H2. The Wobbe index
emained fixed at 1153 BTU ft−3; which is typical for California nat-
ral gas supply

The combination of fuel composition and temperature perturba-
ions that could be detrimental to performance suggests a need for
areful monitoring and control of incoming gas composition. The
imulation illustrates SOFC gas turbine hybrid system sensitivity to
uel composition variations that are likely to be experienced in the
eld. Once again the uncontrolled system is simulated and com-
ared to the response with SOFC bypass and recuperator bypass.
he third method of control investigated is fuel flow rate control
nstead of dual control. Fuel flow rate is manipulated to main-
ain fixed fuel utilization and was found to completely offset any
hanges in fuel heating value. Figs. 15–17 demonstrate that fuel
omposition changes can decrease SOFC temperature by as much
s 30 ◦C and system power by 25%. SOFC bypass can effectively
aintain SOFC temperature for the lower power outputs, but recu-

erator bypass is ineffective. Fuel flow control performs well as it
an be implemented in a feed forward manner if the inlet compo-
ition is known. If unknown, a fuel cell voltage measurement may
rovide an index related to fuel composition that could be used in

 similar manner for fuel flow rate control.

. Summary and conclusions

A dynamic model of a 220 kW tubular SOFC/GT hybrid sys-
em was applied to simulate the transient operation of an

xperimental 220 kW hybrid SOFC/GT system that was sub-
ected to a diurnal ambient temperature change perturbation.
he simulation matched well with experimental observations.
he model predicted voltage to within 2 mV,  average component
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Fig. 17. Shaft speed response to changing fuel methane content.
ources 209 (2012) 195– 203

temperatures to within 5 ◦C, operating pressure to within 2 kPa,
and overall system power to within 0.5%. The steady-state accuracy
and similarity of dynamic response characteristics between model
results and experimental data show that the current approach can
reasonably simulate the transient performance characteristics of
interest, namely, the response to diurnal temperature fluctuations.
The approach uses simplified geometric resolution of the dynamic
physics, chemistry, heat transfer and electrochemical equations
integrated into a complex hybrid system dynamic model. The pri-
mary reason for the observed amplification of diurnal temperature
changes in fuel cell stack temperature was the coupled effect of air
density, compressor efficiency and air temperature in reducing air
flow with increasing ambient temperature and vice versa.

Temperature control of the fuel cell is critical in mitigating
degradation mechanisms and mechanical stress. Excessive temper-
ature, thermal cycling, and large temperature gradients increase
the risk of failure due to mechanical stress and increase the
rate of degradation due to catalyst migration and carbon deposi-
tion. The impact of ambient temperature perturbations on stack
temperature was  shown through simulation to be mitigated by
manipulation of air flow rate using SOFC bypass and fuel cell inlet
temperature using recuperator bypass. This control strategy main-
tains a desirable average stack temperature but may  still lead to
local temperature gradients in excess of design specifications. Con-
trol of fuel utilization and current density may  be necessary for cell
longevity particularly for fuel cells with internal reformation. Since
the SOFC operating temperature is important to cell operation, effi-
ciency, and cell degradation, the impacts of ambient temperature
changes should be considered in future hybrid system design.

Additional control systems development should be made to
address potential variations in fuel composition, particularly in the
application of bio-fuels or syngas. SOFC bypass control was shown
to effectively compensate for fuels with reduced effective hydrogen
content and recuperator bypass was  shown to be ineffective. Feed-
forward fuel control for maintaining fixed fuel utilization provided
the best response to changing fuel compositions. Hybrid FC–GT
systems with sufficient control measures, such as SOFC bypass,
recuperator bypass, and fuel flow control, are shown to effectively
minimize transient impacts on the fuel cell within the range of func-
tion of the gas turbine. Additional combustor firing and compressor
bleed may  extend the operability range of the gas turbine to pro-
duce a highly flexible and responsive hybrid system. Similar control
strategies should be strongly considered as integral control aspects
in future plant designs.
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